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The last lap
As I limped around on crutches ,I reflected it was just as well 
that I am now a great believer in making all the fiddly stuff 
first. From experience with the Queen, I had started this time 
with the mast, boom and bowsprit, otherwise you tend to rush 
these bits in the enthusiasm of getting afloat .Alas, my failed 
homework called for another foot on the mast. I felt I had made 
this as small as it could be at the top so  I added to the bottom. 
Using a clamped template, I cut a 1 to 6 V jointed scarph where 
the boom jaws fitted the mast and glassed it over. Surprisingly, 
you can barely see the 
joint but after applying 
Sikkens oil to all spars, 
the two lengths of Oregon 
are clearly not from the 
same family tree. When 
making spars, do it the 
traditional way, get the 
taper on while it is the 
square, then saw and 
plane it down to 16 
sides. (“Do not try short 
cuts thinking you can do 
it quicker by eye, Quirk. 
You won’t.”)
Floor boards were 
recycled from 
somebody’s old treated 
pine deck.
Stormy now had more 
holes in her than a Texas 
traffic sign, the hull was 
filled, sanded smooth 
and primed .Use proper 
undercoat designed to 
adhere to glass surfaces 
, I ran out and did the 
bilges in left over house 
paint .It came off like 
corn flakes.
Judging by the skeg 
and propeller opening, 
Stormy had been 
intended as an inboard 
launch and the weight of 
the engine would bring 
her down to her marks. A 
one and a half HP Stuart 
Turner was 125 pounds ….a lot less than me..
She needed an equivalent weight in ballast to get her 
immersed to the turn of the bilge and give the stability you 
expect from this amount of beam. The ballast was worked 
out very scientifically. It was as many bags of beach sand as 
we could stuff under the floor boards. If we capsize, they are 
disposable.
When trimmed so that she looked about right, I checked she 
was on an even keel with a beam and level and went into 
the water with a pencil and marked on a few points where I 
thought the boot topping should be.
How to get an accurate line here? The problem was solved 
by a Swedish friend, who said this is what they do over there. 
We heaved Stormy on her side against the jetty so she was 

vertical. Then joined the dots with a 200 wide X 8 feet straight 
edge of MDF, using a level to ensure it was horizontal.
Brilliant, it worked , even when done by three drunks on New 
Years Eve.
The working boat colour scheme was easy. The red antifouling 
was for sale on special and I had about 20 litres of “Euroa” 
left over from painting the house. As Stormy had very little 
sheer, I faked a bit more by adding an oak rubbing strip to the 
hull, screwed from the inside in two laminations and painting 
it black above.

I priced the tan 
sails in all the 
surrounding cheap 
labour countries .The 
best price was just 
up the road from 
the Cruising Yacht 
Club in Sydney and 
John there gives me 
armloads of off- cuts 
for the Grandkids 
model boats . Thanks 
John.
Stormy was launched 
by my granddaughter 
Allie, with a wetting 
of Patonga spring 
water .Not only has 
she proved a safe 
and stable fun boat 
for children with 
enough bits of string 
to keep everybody 
happy, but I learned 
some lessons along 
the way.
(“You were never 
guilty of that in my 
class, Quirk.”)
The quality of work 
carried out in the 
workshop always 
seems better that 
what you can achieve 
between tides on the 
slipway. Working 
in the open always 
takes longer, as you 

are often waiting for stuff to dry.
Restorations can take longer than starting from scratch.
The main lesson is that angle grinders are meant to be used 
with the side handle at all times. Also, the slightest drop of 
moisture on the blade can cause it to weaken.
Seriously, I owe my life to our wonderful Bushfire people .We 
need them around us even when Australia is not on fire, as it 
has been recently. Thanks Sam and Warren.
Here’s another tip: if you want sudden service and attention 
at your local ER, being accompanied by a bikini clad Miss 
Saturday beats bleeding to death on a stretcher any day.
Cheers
Quirky 

I trust all our members had a very enjoyable Christmas and I wish 
you a happy and healthy year ahead.
Our December meeting was very well attended; seventy people 
came along for the end of year dinner and to hear the winner 
of the Hal Harpur Award from the three nominations received 
in 2011. Some members and visitors had travelled from afar; 
among those were Chris and Gillie Dicker from Cairns, our regular 
Scuttlebutt writers. Your Committee has decided to retain the 
popular concept of having an end of year dinner for 2012, please 
contact a Committee member if you have any positive suggestions 
on ways to improve this end of year meeting.
I would like to thank Phil Turvey our Secretary for arranging to have 
a Christmas hamper available for our December’s meeting raffle 
and to congratulate the raffle winners, Christine and George Gear.

Congratulations to Andrew Randell on receiving the  
Hal Harper Award for 2011. Andrew is the proud builder/owner of 
a beautiful 7.01m (23’) sailing sloop “Jackie R”. 

The Association presents the Hal Harpur Award annually for 
a completed project which best contributes to our objectives of 
encouraging the retention of traditional wooden boat building 
skills and the preservation of historical wooden boats and artifacts.
Hal Harpur died on 5 Dec 2001 and was one of our Association’s 
founding members.
I would encourage all those who have someone in mind for the Hal 

Harpur Award 2012 to nominate them and to contact a Committee 
member for further details.
As I mentioned in the August 2011 Scuttlebutt, Ross Mclean our 
Vice President will be the WBA Co-Coordinator for the Working 
with Wood Show 2012. Ross will report in future Scuttlebutts on 
this event. We are hoping for a much larger number of trailable 
rowing, wooden sail or motor boats and a display of nautical 
engines for small boats at this years show. Please contact us if you 
would like to volunteer your services to assist Ross at this show or 
at any other WBA functions throughout the year. 
We are fortunate that Dave Giddings from Drive Marine Services 
and a member of the WBA has agreed to continue in 2012 to 
donate prizes for our raffles at coming monthly meetings held at 
the Gladesville Bowling & Sports Club. 
For our February meeting we will have as guest speaker, Dennis 
McGoogan, a traditional Sailmaker by trade. Dennis will display 
some of his collection of sailing boats and his talk will cover the 
history, the building and sailing of the 1 & 2 footers.

Did you know after WWII 50,000 Universal Atomic IV Engines were 
sold in the USA? One of them has found its way to Anonyma 
II owned by Tony Curtis (Photo below courtesy Peter Gossell taken at 
the SASC Mosman Bay Oct. 2011). We can all rest easy now in the 
knowledge that Tony no longer needs to sail onto his mooring 
in a 30 knot southerly... The fuel leaking into the bildge... that’s 
another storey! (Just kidding)

Presidents Report  Alan Stannard
A Shirtload of stuff some bastard ought to have told 
me before I started this bloody restoration.  by John Quirk  (part4)
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President Alan Stanard (left) congratulates Andrew Randell 
on receiving the Hal Harper Award for 2011

Raffle winners Christine and George Gear.

‘Jackie R’ winner of the Hal Harur Award 2011. Pics by Rob Hardy

An engine at last!! andi



The Cairns Report - Chris & Gilli Dicker

 
THE CAIRNS REPORT....THE MAN WHOSE FEET WERE TOO BIG

   Just the name Farrell can send an icy chill through me; I 
quickly run for cover or just run. In hindsight and in the safety of 
Westwinds calm routine, the mention of Farrell can also bring a 
wry smile.

   Graham F and myself were on board his ketch Tarcoola on a 
delivery trip to Yamba, NSW. We had left Mackay in early morning 
drizzle and a south east wind. It was good to be on the sea and 
actually going somewhere.

Graham is a big man but not half as big as his feet, one of which 
now was severely bandaged. He had run full pelt into a forest 
of screws that were sticking out of the saloon sole on which I 
was working, prior to them being driven home. This despite me 
leading him very deliberately by the arm and pointing out the 
danger and the obvious dire consequences. I may as well have 
spoken to the screws...or the anchor.

We arrived at Middle Percy Island before dark and I looked 
longingly at West Beach but it was all business: “Why do you 
want to go ashore?” Farrell says, “Why do you get up in the 
morning at all?” I say, “Sometimes I don’t,” Farrell says, so I go 
off to study the arc our masts were scribing across the sky in that 
rolly anchorage.

For a month the man whose feet were too big had been banished 
daily from his own boat whilst I deconstructed Tarcoola’s  saloon  
and ripped up the entire sole, this to sort the problem of diesel 
leaking into the water tanks and water leaking into the diesel 
tanks of that integrated system.  At end of day he would turn up 
with the best fish and chips I have ever tasted and we would sit 
on the aft deck and put the world right, Graham drinking diet 
coke and me drinking undiet4X beer. These evenings on the aft 
deck were a great comfort to me as I felt comparatively safe. I had 
developed a boxers sense whilst in the vicinity of Farrell, ducking 
and blocking his constant attempts to maim me....and himself. 
One miserable night we were hard on the wind on starboard tack 
with plenty of water coming on board, we needed a second reef 
in the main and G insisted that he do it because he wanted to 
learn, I was at the wheel. The job was done after a fashion and 
that worthy crew walked upright back to the cockpit (on the lee 
side) running with water and a little flustered from his exertions, 
he managed to fall uphill and his massive frame knocked me flat. 
There was a tangible silence between us after that....for days!

    Later, I had had the watch since 05.00 and we were finally 
motoring at six knots toward the Great Sandy Strait on a beautiful 
calm sunny morning. “That looks easy,” says he, as we enter the 
strait proper, “piece of cake, just watch the port and starboard 
markers as they are a long way apart, use the binoculars.” I say 
and hand over. I set my alarm for one hour but exactly twenty 
three minutes later we came to a shuddering holt. I came up and 
looked past a very abashed Graham, to starboard there was a 
vast drying sand bank, immediately ahead and under us was 
Walsh island, to port about one mile away was a port marker. 
“Well, I am to port of it,” he says, “yes but what about the green 
one in between!”

    Graham and I are now the best of friends, He is in Tin Can Bay 
and I am in Papua New Guinea. He can’t even phone me!!

On a weekend in December 2010, footballers, sports people and local 
Queensland identities were on board a charter vessel for a charity cruise, 
when the unthinkable happened.
Without warning, passengers began losing consciousness, collapsing off 
chairs and actually toppling overboard from inhaling undetectable and 
toxic carbon monoxide fumes.
Former rugby international, Mat Rogers, was one of ten people, including 
two children on the 10 metre vessel when the toxic fumes filled the boat.  
Despite being overcome with fumes, Rogers, along with competitive 
cyclist, Robbie McEwen, jumped overboard to save those who collapsed 
from the fumes and fell from the boat.
The incident, described by the skipper as ‘freakish’ occurred when the 
plastic clears were rolled down to prevent rain from getting in.  With 
the clears rolled down, a vacuum was created that drew the carbon 
monoxide fumes back into the boat.
Carbon monoxide can collect in the enclosed spaces of a boat in minutes.  
It is a potentially deadly gas produced when carbon based fuels, such as 
petrol, propane, charcoal or oil burn.  Sources on a vessel that produce 
carbon monoxide include petrol or diesel engines, generators, fuel 
burning cooking equipment, and space and water heaters.
Carbon Monoxide (CO) is a colourless, odourless and tasteless gas 
and mixes evenly with air.  It enters the bloodstream through 
the lungs and displaces the oxygen in a victim’s body.  Early 
symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning – irritated eyes, headache, 
nausea, weakness and dizziness - are often confused with seasickness 
or intoxication.  Long periods of exposure to low concentrations or short 
periods of exposure to high concentrations of carbon monoxide can result 
in death or serious injury. Carbon monoxide in high concentrations can 
be fatal in a matter of minutes.
Each year boaters are killed or injured by carbon monoxide.  Most 
incidents occur on older boats and within the cabin or other enclosed 
areas.  Exhaust leaks, the leading cause of death by carbon monoxide, 
can allow carbon monoxide to migrate throughout the boat and into 
enclosed areas.

Remember, If you can smell engine exhaust, you are inhaling CO.

For more information on how to prevent carbon monoxide poisoning visit 
maritime.nsw.gov.au

When I purchased my current vessel, it came 
with a Fleming Wind Vane Self Steering 
System.  It wasn’t fitted to the boat at the 
time but bundled with a multitude of items 
that warranted a separate collection trip with 
a van. The wind vane steering unit sat in 
my shed for about a year before I found the 
time to fit it to the boat – not an easy effort 
offering more than 25 kilogram of stainless 
steel up to the stern from a bouncing dinghy.  
I already had an autopilot and it seemed 
much easier to simply push a button and 
steer to a gyro compass than fiddle with lines, 
blocks and a wind vane.  For some strange 
reason, most cruising sailors profoundly 
dislike steering by hand.  The prospect of 
spending hour after hour at the helm used 
to deter most people from long-distance 
cruising. This is no doubt the main reason 
why, until relatively recently, the number of 
sailing boats venturing far afield was very 
small indeed.  However, all that changed with 
the advent of automatic pilots specifically 
built for yachts plus the development of 
efficient wind operated self-steering devices. 
Suddenly, the chore of hand-steering was a 
thing of the past and long ocean passages 
could be a pleasure – even on yachts with the 
smallest of crews.
After overcoming the apparent complexities of a wind vane system, I 
set sail on a passage to Lord Howe Is. where it performed admirably. A 
sailing yacht generates all its drive from the position of the boat and the 
orientation of the sails with respect to the wind; trim the sails poorly and 
there will be no drive. This simple relationship explains why a windvane 
gear is so ideal for steering a sailing yacht. The wind angle it uses is 
exactly that which gives the boat drive; set this angle once, and drive is 
assured. The benefits of steering to the apparent wind angle are particularly 
pronounced when sailing to weather. Even the slightest shift in the wind is 
immediately translated into a course change and optimum drive is ensured 
- a degree of sensitivity beyond even the best human helm.

One important point to 
note – before engaging the 
wind vane self steering, 
the better you can trim the 
sails enabling the vessel 
to maintain a course with 
minimum helm, the better 
the wind vane steering 
system will perform.
The Fleming unit is a servo 
pendulum type.  To explain, 
the course is set with the 
wind vane or air foil upright 
or a little bias to hold against 
normal weather helm. When 
the vessel deviates off this 
set course the apparent wind 
direction changes and the 
increased pressure acting on 
one face of the airfoil pushes 
it left or right.
This movement is transferred 
down to the pendulum 
rudder via a pushrod, 
turning it left or right using a 

gear. This turns the rudder against the flow of the vessel over the water, 
which creates an immense amount of water pressure on the servo rudder.  
Since the servo rudder is allowed to pivot, literally like a pendulum, the 
water pressure will force it to tilt, which pulls the control lines attached 

to the opposite side of the rudder’s pivot 
axis. These lines in turn pull at the vessel’s 
steering system, turning the main rudder 
until the vessel’s heading returns to allow 
the wind to flow neutrally over the airfoil.
Have you ever rowed a dinghy? The oar 
is simply a lever with your effort applied 
at one end and the load at the other. The 
oar, as a lever provides a mechanical 
advantage that will move the dinghy along 
quite nicely with little effort from you. At 
a very low speed, if you take the oar and 
put the blade into the water parallel to 
the flow of the water (feathered), the flow 
passing over the blade creates very little 
drag and the dinghy continues to move 
ahead. However, when the oar is rotated, 
even slightly across the flow of the water, 
the dinghy will turn around the oar. A 
result of the hydrodynamic energy created 
by water flow.
Obviously, the main advantage is that no 
electrical power is required and the vessel 
will always sail to the set course to the 
wind. An initial hull speed of around 2 
knots is required to overcome rudder mass, 
inertia and control line inefficiencies. This 
is the steering start point.
A windvane is as expensive as a below 

deck autopilot and weighs 
more. The wind vane is 
well suited to ocean sailing 
and works especially well 
upwind. Big advantages 
over an electric pilot are 
no electricity is needed 
to make them work, they 
are silent, and will keep 
the boat in good sail 
trim upwind or reaching. 
Possibly repairable, but 
unlikely to break in the 
first place. Carry spare 
parts kit and air foils, 
two foils are generally 
required, one for below 
20 knots, one for above 20 
knots.

Wind Vane Self Steering Systems Chris Goddard
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The Wooden Boat Association of NSW inc.
PO Box 884 Gladesville NSW 2111 www.wbansw.org.au
Email:  Smith_m_peter@yahoo.com.au

YOUR COMMITTEE

Meets at the Gladesville Bowling and Sports Club, 
the 2nd Tuesday of every month at 7:30 pm

Next Meeting Tuesday 10th January 
Movie Night - The Couta Boat

 Tea & coffee with biscuits served during intermission.

THIS YEAR 2012
January 10 WBA Meeting - Movie Night: Couta Boats.
January 26 Australia Day Regatta Pittwater then to Lovett Bay Boatshed afterwards. Call Bob Tullett 9997 4073
February 14 WBA Meeting - Guest Speaker Dennis McGoogan, Evolution & Club racing of the 1 & 2 Footers.
March 10 to 12 The Whyte, Just & Moore Wooden Boat Festival of Geelong, Royal Geelong Yacht Club, Geelong, Victoria. Contact (03) 5529 3705
March 13 WBA Meeting - Guest Speaker Noel Reilly, Developing hullforms of yesterday’s timber vessels.
April 7 & 8 Lake Macquarie Classic Boatfest, Toronto.
April 10 WBA Meeting - Guest Speaker Carl Ryves, Designing and building a 24 foot Honduras mahogany speedboat.
May 8 WBA Meeting - Guest Speaker Ian Hoskins, Historian, Sydney Harbour: A History.
June 12 WBA Meeting - Guest speaker Andrew Randell, building the yacht Jackie R, the winner of the Hal Harpur 2011 Award.
June 15 - 17 Timber and Working with Wood Show – Moore Park, Sydney. Visit  www.eventseye.com/fairs/f-timber-and-working-with-wood-show-sydney-10072-1.html
July 10 WBA Meeting - Guest speaker Sean Langman ‘Business of Wooden Ferries; preservation verses bottom line’ 
August 14 WBA Meeting - Guest speaker Ross Gardner, Building & sailing an 18th century replica - Ellen Mary
September 11 WBA Meeting - Guest speaker Joe Walsh, Maintenance your best mast insurance.
September 22 - 23 The  Classic & Wooden Boat Festival
October 9 WBA Meeting.
October 28 Davistown Putt Putt Regatta and Wooden Boat Festival Contact www.davistownputtputt.com
November 3 - 4 RMYC Timber Boat Festival
November 13 AGM - WBA meeting
December 11 WBA Meeting end of year dinner and Hal Harpur Award Presentation
NEXT YEAR 2013
February 8 - 11 Australian Wooden Boat Festival, Hobart. Visit http://www.australianwoodenboatfestival.com.au/images/enews_23_Nov11.pdf

Advertising and Sponsorship: The committee is still looking for  advertising and 
sponsorship in order to cover the higher costs of Scuttlebutt and associated postage.  
If interested or know of anyone who may be interested, please contact any member 
of the committee. Advertising would include an advertisement in Scuttlebutt (circ 300+) 
plus a sponsors link on the WEBsite front page (Avg 1,400 visits per month)

FOR SALE: 
Oregon beams, 200mm x 400mm x12m length. 
Rose gum T&G flooring, end match, select grade
180mm x19mm approx. 15 sq. m, 85 lin metre
Grant H 0400 844 716

FOR SALE: An Excellent eg of a 21ft Half Cabin Lake 
boat. 10 HP petrol engine completely overhauled, 
including starter motor All electricals have been 
replaced New auto bilge pump Has large cover on 
boat Two position steering New planks and rescrewed 
$20,500 Phone Andrew 0431421864

FOR SALE: Stainless Steel Fuel 
Tank in good Condition.  Extremely 
strong with 3 x Baffles, approx.. 
180 Litre Capacity. Shaped to go 
in a tapered area but could be 
suspended from a bulkhead or 
deckhead beams. Longest sides 
1220 x 490 x 355mm. Worth over 
$2000 to build - $400.00. 
Dave Giddings Ph. 9533 5470 or 
                            0412 366 998.

FOR SALE: MV ALICE 25’ Counter stern gentleman’s 
launch. WRC strip plank glass epoxy sheathed. Built 
to USL code / Australian standard. 27hp Yanmar 
diesel, 35 litre SS fuel tank, sounder, VHF radio, 
bronze clock & barometer, CD player, navigation 
lights, 2 anchors, life jackets & safety equipment. 
Full PVC cover, Registered dual axle trailer.
Enquire: phone Gary on 0419406230 or 02 49480078

FOR SALE: Caulking set (18 irons) in good condition 
+ 2 traditional mallets and raking tools. All comes in 
a well made wooden box. Price: $900.
Also boat grade Huon pine 4.4m x 144mm x 16mm 
Straight no knots. Several boards + other sizes also 
4.4m long. Price: $12K per cubic metre.
Strato, ph 0425 202 154 Lake Macquarie NSW

FOR SALE: WOODEN BOAT MAGAZINES 
(almost 200). I must part with them to clear the 
clutter! $1.00 each. $50 discount if you take the lot. 
Ph (02) 9957 1852 Jan de Voogd

FOR SALE:  24’ Celery and Huon pine Randell Sloop. 
“Surprise” is a beautifully restored seaworthy yacht 
with a fully reconditioned 8 hp. Yanmar motor. Built 
in Hobart and launched 1968. 
$28,500 Strato ph 0425 202 154

FOR SALE: HERRESHOFF  H28  Professionally built- 
J.W.Clark Hawthorne Brisbane - Kauri planked on 
spotted gum ribs- Dynal sheathed-epoxy finish. Hull 
sound & tight- internal fit-out partially completed. 
Mast and boom oregon - mast split for rewiring- all 
fittings regalvanised - chain plates bronze- engine 
Yanmar 8hpYSE- reconditioned in good order- sloop 
rigged. Excellent hull ready for completion by a 
wooden boat enthusiast. Located Wyong Creek 
Central Coast NSW $9,500
Allan Butt Tel. 4359 1368 or 0401 428 781

FOR SALE: Redwing, clinker hull, built in mid 
‘50s by J Newcombe at Goolwa SA. Fitted with a 
354 c in Holden V8, converted to LPG. Restored in  
Coffs Harbour 2008 by Roger Horn. Goes very well.  
With original trailer. Contact John Dikeman 
Ph 02 4739 2480  $15,000 OBO

FOR SALE: 16’ putt putt. Built 2011 in Huon 
Pine & Spotted gum. As new Vire 6hp marine 
engine with gearbox. New trailer, oars, life 
jackets, anchor and rope, stainless petrol tank 
etc. For more pics email ; braeng@ihug.com.au 
or phone John Wagemans, (02) 4369 7687. 
$14,600 o.n.o. Wooden boat member pays 
$1000 less

WANTED: Vire 6hp engine and/or parts for 
restoration. Any condition. phone John 
Wagemans, (02) 4369 7687 or email : 
braeng@ihug.com.au

FOR SALE: 50 metres (in one length), 1/4 inch (about 
6mm ) short link galvanised chain. Slightly used but 
no rust and is in excellent condition asking $250.
Tom Hughes 0439 858 003

FOR SALE: 14’ 6’’ WHILLY BOAT Designed by Iain 
Oughtred - Constructed in Honduras Mahogany 
throughout. Hull finished clear. Steel centre plate. 
Tip up rudder. Fine grain Oregon mast and spars. 
Standing Lug rig.  Newly completed.
Together with Heavy gauge “Easytow” trailer 
(new). $6500.00 Alan Chinn 03 9578 6418  
mob 0408 380 104 (Victorian WBA member)

FOR SALE: Sindbad Griffin Class, 20 foot full keel 
timber boat built 1920’s/30’s. Believed she raced 
offshore by gentlemen yachties in Sydney waters, 
but today is more of a leisure boat. Full lead keel. 
Originally a single Blaxland Pup for auxiliary 
power but now sails neatly and has been carefully 
maintained by current owner since circa 1983. 
Needs paint top sides, varnish of course and a 
traditional mast would be better and if gaff rigged 
even more so. In need of a new custodian. 
circa $5,000 call John 02 9944 7612

WBA members may place a non-commercial ad free of charge if the member’s name and phone no. 
appear. Non-members are charged $20 for a text ad (maximum 25 words). $30 with a picture. Ads 
will run for two issues, members ads longer if you ask for an extension. Submissions close on the 
20th of each month NOTE Items for free. NO Charge. Contact Editor see page 7 for details.BUY SWAP and SELL
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ON THE HORIZONON THE HORIZON

Disclaimer: Opinions and advise expressed in this publication and the Association’s meetings are 
those of the individual originator’s only. The Editor and the Association’s Committee do not necessarily 
endorse views expressed at such forums Participation in events organized by the Association may 
involve certain risks which include the possibility of harm or damage to vessels, equipment or persons 
inherently associated with the perils of the sea or weather. Such risks will require the exercise of the 
prior judgment of members on behalf of themselves, their guests and invitees whether to commence or 
continue any particular activity irrespective of information supplied by Association officers.

THE BUY SWAP & SELL

SECTION IS ALSO ON 

OUR WEBSITE FOR THE 

WORLD TO SEE &

Updated each month!

www.wbansw.org.au

The Stern Andi Morgan

President
Alan Stannard
9416 7238

Membership 
Secretary
Ross Andrewartha 
4739 3706

Vice President
Ross Mclean 
0425 330 560

Editor
Chris Goddard
0414 447 007
editor@
wbansw.org.au

Secretary
Phillip Turvey 
0417 657 613

Scuttlebutt &
WEB stuff
Andi Morgan 
0416 279 887

Treasurer
Tony Curtis 
9452 4166

Members

Alan 
Williams

Ken 
Travers

Christmas Party Pics

Based on a series of highly popular 
articles written for Classic Boat 
Magazine, this witty collection 
recalls some of the incidents the 
author has survived in over half a 
century of messing about in boats. 
Most sailors will find something to 

relate to in  these escapades from around the world 
and they will bring a wry smile to any boaters lips. 
The author’s wonderfully witty cartoons help bring 
these anecdotes to life. All these stories are true so 
WBA member Alan Williams writes under a pen 
name so that his architectural clients do not think 
they are entrusting their work to a seagoing Mr 
Bean. Copies are available from Boat Books in Crows 
Nest at $24.95 or less on Amazon . WBA members 
can get copies from Alan at meetings for $ 20.

NOTICE: Wish you could have a colour photograph 
of any image seen in the magazine or on the WEB? 
Call or email the Editor or Andi from just $5:00 each

Rob Hardy (left) a HHA judge and John Wagemanns(right) 
a nominee for the HHA 2011

President Alan Stanard ‘and the winner is.....’

Congratulations Andrew!

Great pins!!!

Thanks to our catering staff Wal McAdams a nominee for the HHA 
2011 (Sitting with Microphone)

The appearance of the WBA photographer is much loved...
Beautiful hands and nails though!

Alan Williams a HHA judge (left) with Andrew 



Celebrate with us !

Macquarie Princess
Cruises

   Cruise back in time and enjoy the many 
   moods of the majestic and ancient Hawkesbury River. 
   We offer a venue for a variety of functions with fully 
   catered meals:

	 •	Birthdays	 •	Family	Get-Togethers
	 •	Anniversaries	 •	Casual	Scenic	Luncheon	&
	 •	Weddings	 •	Dinner	Cruises
	 •	Corporate	Functions	 •	Christmas	Parties
	 •	Club	Days

www.macquarieprincesscruises.com.au
Call 02 8402 3702 or Mobile 0411 379 851

0415 431 337
www.qumont.com.au

Qumont
PTY LTD

* Easy to apply

* Resistant to 
weathering & UV

* Highly elastic

* Permeable – 
lets wood survive

* Single packs

* Crack-bridging

WOODEN  BOAT
ASSOCIATION

NSW MERCHANDISE See Phillip Turvey at meetings 
or call him on 0417 657 613

$25

$20

$30$30

$45
$75

$50
$12

$15

Single purchase  $25 ea + gst
Pair $22 ea + gst
Set of six $20 ea + gst

NEW Custom etched Glass

Visit
www.wbansw.org.au

 25’ Ranger “Valiant”      $65,000 28ft Arie Wetsteyn  “Magic”         $63,500

 28’ Wally Ward    “Janaway”           $32,500     

 31’ Albatross  “Skagerrak”          $65,000

 37’ Ron Swanson “Camille”       $125,000  31’ Carmen Class “Carefree”      $79,500 

 32’6” Falmouth Sloop                      $64,000

 28’ Picnic Boat “Francis Louise”     $43,000

Classic Boat Sales
Clive Gregory: 0419 175 562
Jeff Rowe: 0414 236 337

...now combining:
Sydney Yachting Centre 

Australiawide Boat Sales NSW
Australiawide Boat Sales Newport Qld

This is a selection of our Classic Boat listings, for more information visit our web site, phone or email Clive: sales@yachtsalesaustralia.com 

Just Listed

Just Listed

Just Listed

Just Listed


